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Barack Obama & other celebrities share condolences & tributes to Mohamed Ali
RIP Champion Ali

Paris, Washington DC, 07.06.2016, 02:35 Time

USPA NEWS - Mohamed Ali who died on June 4, at the age of 74 moved the world, especially celebrities who expressed their
condolences to the greatest champion of boxe. Muhammad Ali, the greatest sportsperson to ever live. Great in the ring and even more
so outside the ring. A man I truly admired. Obama Said.

Mohamed Ali who died on Saturday, June 4, at the age of 74 moved the world, especially some celebrities who expressed their
condolences to the greatest champion of boxe and more than that. Muhammad Ali, the greatest sportsperson to ever live. Great in the
ring and even more so outside the ring. A man I truly admired. 'Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee'. RIP Barack Obama
said.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The biggest are boxers of all time, has branded his lifetime and remains in the memory of everyone has both its champion
performance. He remains a legend, he was applauded was unanimously by multiple testimonials from worldwide . He was also a wise
man, whose peacekeepers messages, moved fans and others. His charisma and wisdom and spiritual strength made of him a being
apart, so that all the world leaders scrambled to meet him and immortalised pictures with him. Mohamed Ali, was a beautiful soul who
goes out, but his legend will resist in time and space, even for future generations.
MUHAMMAD ALI CONVERTED TO ISLAM AND WAS PROUD OF BEING MUSLIM---------------------------------------
On Hollywood Boulevard, the Walk of Fame is well known for its star of stars placed in the same floor. Yet there is one that is not
placed on the ground but on a wall of the Hollywood and Highland Center is that of the boxer Muhammad Ali who did not want his
name to be trampled. This is the only star to date to be fixed to a wall. "I named my prophet, I do not want the stepped on me."

A farewell to Muhammad Ali. My uncle Bryn (far right) and Aunt Win, to the left of Ali, they both loved him. He is pretty young in this
photo taken in London. The story I was told is that Ali did not want to speak and my aunt told him "all these people came here to see
you"....and then something to the effect of...be a gentleman and get up and say something.... Found this picture in my uncles
belongings after he passed away well into his 90s. Anyhow, my respects to Muhammad Ali 1942-2016.... a great man. Andrew Norris ,
said. Among many big fans, Michael Douglas gave him a tribute " A true champion of life. RIP"The reverend Jessie Jackson also gave
to the greatest champion Muhammad Ali " Muhammad Ali, Champion, hero & global, iconic figure who sacrificed his career, money &
fame at their height for his beliefs. May he rest in peace. I miss him already."
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